
 

Ogilvy & Mather clinches number one spot on Creative
Circle rankings for third year running

Ogilvy & Mather (O&M) South Africa was announced as the number one ranked creative agency in the country at the SA
Creative Circle this week, with O&M Cape Town taking first spot in the individual agency rankings closely followed with O&M
Johannesburg in second place.

Made up of select members of the South African creative community, the Creative Circle aims to develop and improve the
standard of the South African advertising industry's creative product, and to enhance its reputation as one of the country's
world-class industries. These awards and rankings are based on Creative Circle points accumulated from all endorsed local
and international award shows.

This is the third consecutive year that O&M Cape Town has been the leading agency in the individual rankings; "Topping
the table again is something we didn't expect," commented Luca Gallarelli, Managing Director of O&M Cape Town. "We put
a great deal of pressure on ourselves to do well and we're delighted that this significant and sustained effort from all in our
agency has paid off."

"We're very excited to have achieved the number two spot," added Alistair Mokoena, Managing Director of O&M
Johannesburg. "The results are testament to our clients and our people who have worked extremely hard to come back
from a tough year and we will again aim to remain ranked amongst our fellow winners."

In the campaign awards, O&M Cape Town walked away with first place in the Print category for the Golf R campaign, as
well as third places in the Experiential category for the Polo Tag campaign and the Rapewise campaign in the Radio
category. O&M Johannesburg scooped two first places in Radio and Film, for Lucozade and Topsy respectively, as well as
an additional third place for the Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones campaign.

These achievements also come soon after the group's outstanding performance at IAB's Bookmarks Awards last month,
where O&M SA was the most awarded agency, taking home 16 trophies for digital work across a number of categories,
and with Gloo Digital Design being named Agency of the Year - proof that O&M SA is leading across multiple disciplines.

"Ad of the Year has always been tough to win; there can only be one winner in each category and Ogilvy won three last
night," said Chris Gotz, Co-Chief Creative Officer of O&M South Africa. "It's unprecedented and a huge testament to the
great creative, innovative and effective work that is coming out across group."
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Winning work:
Golf R Terminal Velocity Print Ad: http://www.blogilvy.co.za/2014/07/introducing-the-vw-golf-r-0-100km-in-5-seconds/
Polo Tag: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThnMDAmf1Vk
Rape Wise "National Anthem": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1FFMjkvhgs
Lucozade "Give Me Strength": https://soundcloud.com/ogilvy-joburg/sets/lucozade-fansoflife-radio
Topsy "Kevin": http://jogilvy.co.za/?p=8368

Ogilvy strengthens its digital services offering and rebrands as Ogilvy One 24 Apr 2024

Ogilvy leads creative rankings at International Clio Awards 2024 16 Apr 2024

Ogilvy South Africa invests in further growth of its digital creative hub, C2 Studio 26 Mar 2024

Ogilvy’s new AI-driven campaign for Audi, makes the impossible possible 25 Mar 2024

Ogilvy launches a Creative Technology Academy for emerging South African Talent 18 Mar 2024

Ogilvy South Africa

Ogilvy South Africa offers integrated creative advertising agency and marketing services from offices in
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban.
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